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QUESTION 1

What is the MAX_LOG database configuration parameter used for? 

A. To limit how many log files a single transaction can span. 

B. To limit the percentage of primary log space a running transaction can consume. 

C. To limit the total number of primary and secondary log files a database can consume. 

D. To limit the total number of secondary log files a transaction can consume before infinite logging is enabled. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

A table named SALES was created as follows: 

If management wants to use Label-Based Access Control (LBAC) to protect individual rows in the SALES table, and the
security policy needed (SEC_POLICY) has already been created, what must be done to protect the table as desired? 

A. Associate the SEC_POLICY security policy with the SALES table. 

B. Add a column with the DB2SECURITYLABEL data type to the SALES table. 

C. Add a column with the DB2SECURITYLABEL data type to the SALES table and then associate the SEC_POLICY
security policy with the table. 

D. Add a SECURED WITH clause to every column in the SALES table and then associate the SEC_POLICY security
policy with the SALES table. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Which statement about range-clustered tables is true? 

A. Range-clustered tables can be used with the REORG utility. 

B. Range-clustered tables can be used with multiple-column keys. 

C. Range-clustered tables can be used in a DB2 pureScale environment. 

D. Range-clustered tables can be used with value and default compression. 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Which statement is true regarding the workload management dispatcher? 

A. The workload management dispatcher monitors work performed by entities executing in the DB2 system service
class. 

B. The workload management dispatcher monitors the allocation of CPU resources between service classes on a
system. 

C. The workload management dispatcher monitors non-DB2 work performed in fenced mode processes such as fenced
stored procedures. 

D. The workload management dispatcher monitors work performed by applications or middleware products that perform
a portion of their workoutside of the DB2 database manager. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Which statement is correct when describing trusted contexts? 

A. A trusted context defines a trust relationship for a connection between the database and an external entity. 

B. A trusted context promotes the authorization level of the connection initiator and grants them DBADM authority. 

C. A trusted context defines a trust relationship between a user and a table allowing that user additional capabilities. 

D. A trusted context gives the database connection the ability to bypass auditing since authentication has already
occurred. 

Correct Answer: A 
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